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Abstract 
Tul{ey's single degree of freedom non-additivity test can ~e extended to 
the general linear model for testing whether the fit to a linear model is im-
proved by a specified (non-linear) transformation T~(y) of the dependent vari-
able. A single degree of freedom st.nn of squares is formulated to test whether 
the regression of Y on X is linear against the alternative that the regression 
1 
of Y~ on X is linear, and the sum of squares completely accounts for residual 
if and only if Y = (a+~x)P • 
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Introduction 
The idea presented in BU-334-M of testing for additivity on a transfo11med 
scale in the balanced ti·lO-vlay classification can be extended to the general 
linear model Y = Xt3 + e, e .-..J N(O, cr2 !) by constructing a single degree of 
freedom sum of squares for testing whether the fit to a linear model is im-
proved by a specified (non-linear) transformation ~(y) of the dependent vari-
able. At present the procedure for testing goodness-of-fit to X~ appears to 
consist of altering the design matrix X by appending or deleting columns and 
then testing whether R2 is significantly altered. The proposed approach may 
be viewed as leaving X unchanged but altering the scale of Y • 
. A natural procedure to follow in the latter case is to fit the linear model 
on both scales, y and ~(y), and compare the resulting values of R2 , 0ut only 
approximate tests can be derived for comparing R2 (y) -vlith R2 (T"1 (y)). To cir-
cumvent this difficulty vle propose fitting first on the y-scale, for which the 
null hypothesis specifies NIID(O,cr2 I) errors, and then transforming these best 
fitting coefficients g = (X'X)~X'Y of the linear model X~ into estimates ~ for 
the non-linear model T(X~) by ~ = (X'X)~X'T(X~ ) • Estimates ~T obtained in 
this manner depend on the observations Y only through ~ ; i.e., ~ .. = ~ (X,~), 
and hence the predicted values Yr = T(X~ ) are statistically indep;endent of 
A 
the least squares residuals e = Y - X~ under Ho • The single degree of freedom 
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s urn of sq_ua.;.·es 
is therefo~e distri0uted as a2x{- ~r independently of the remainder e'e -Sf 
under Ho • This does provide a test of the T(X~) model in the sense that if 
Y = T(~) then e'e =Sf . 
There are some technical matters to be cleared up for this procedure: 
cl.oes a solution ~ exist for all T, and if more than one solution exists is 
T(~ ) unique for all T? This point is illustrated here by constructing a test 
of Y linear on X, against the alternative that E(Y!X) = (a+f3X)p • 
r,h~ Power Transfor.mation in ~imple Linear. Regression 
Our 'o·')jective here is to construct a single degree of freedom sum of 
squares for testing l~ that the regression of Y on X is linear against the 
alternative hypothesis that E(YIX) = (ap+f3pX)p and to investigate whether ap 
and ~P exist for all real p • The estimation equations X'Y = X'T(~ ) are 
n I (~ +~Pxi )P 
i=l 
n 
n 
= ~ Yt 
i=l 
L x, (ap +~Pxi )P = 
i=l 
- -If the solutions ~ and ~ sat;isfying the above equations exist, then vle 
-.., 
can calculate Sf . \~iting 
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-!3p 
let ).. = ;:- and assu .. "":le x 1 
aP 
tion equations become 
then 
n n 
a; I (l+)..xt )P = L Yt 
i=l i=l 
n 
a~ LX~ (1 +)..x~ )p = 
i=l 
·----= 
n 
.E Yt 
i=l 
n 
• .E x,y1 
If there e=dst A.o satisfying fP (1..0 ) 1=1 =-----then 
n 
n 
E y 1 
i=l 
---
E Yt. 
i=l 
and 
n P !: (1+)..0 x1 ) 
i=l 
a .. , J. ,_ equal. The estima-
hence, the problem reduces to checking Hhether there exist solutions for 
n 
. .E X1Y1 1=1 
fP (1..) = -n--
.E Yt 
i=l 
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Denote x( 1 ) ~X( a} ~ • •• ~X(~;~) as the ordered x 1 's • 
Since some of' the ( 1 +A.x1 )p, i=l, • • ·, n may not be real uhen A. < - _l._ then X( n)' 
l!e can assu.'Tle that A ~ 1 
X(n) 
1)e have 
~ 
-' f (A\ :> ~ p I 0 if p > 0 
~f ().) < 0 ?Y p if p < 0 
of(A.) M. p ' = 0 if p = 0 
' 
hence, :fP (A.) is an increasing function of A for p > 0, fP (A.) is a decreasing 
function of 1.. for p <~o and f 0 (/..) = '' for all A • 
i~l xt ( 1 - x~:) )i? 
fp(- x<~>-) = --------
~ (l _ __x_1 -)P 
i=l X(n) 
l:iJn fp(- x<~>-) = x<n> 
:p-+-m 
n p n p+l 
_!: xt (A.xt) !: xi 
~=1 i=l ~.:¥n f~(~) =lim-----=--
(1, -<to · A ootex> • n ri 
!: (Ax. )p !: X p 
. 1 • . 1 " ~= ~= 
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lihi 1im fp (A ) = X( n) 
p-+co ~-'til) 
lim lim f P (A. ) = X( ;a. ) . 
p--t-«» A. """eo 
Also, for nny fixed A. 
2_ f (A.) oP p 
.::... f (A.) > 0 oP p · 
..:2_ f (A.) < 0 oP p · 
if 
if 
A. > 0 
- _..l__ <A. 
X(n) 
< 0 
Hence, fP U•) is an increasing function of p for A. > O, fP (A.) is a decreasing 
function of p for ').. < 0, and f'P ( 0) 
the following schematic graph. 
r r, (>..) 
X(n) 
-= X • These results can be illustrated by 
- - - - .... 
' ----..:~·_ .. __:.:.:~.:::_.~~-==~;: 
/. ... ~-· .--
:?~-" 
------~~~--------------------------- p = 0 
==::.:==:::::===· p < 0 ~· - - - ·- ~·. -·· .=---::--::p- =· --=-· ~(1-) t 
------~•~------~-------------------------------------~) A. 1 
X(n) 
\ecause of X(l) < 
has a unique solution if 
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< X(n); 
n 
.E yl. 
i=l 
n 
~ X1Y1 
i=l 
··--·--is 
n 
.E Yt 
i=l 
in betlleen 
n ')+1 
.E X " 
i=l i 
n 
.EX p 
. 1 \ ~= 
and 
= ----
n 
.Ey 
. 1 1 ~= 
~ X, (1 - _::_)p 
i=l • X(n) 
n ( X1 )P 
.E 1 -
i=l X( n) 
particularly, a unique solution 2xists when p = ~ and ~ = ~; the solution 
' 
.Ex1yi 
--··--
.Ey1 
exists only llhen -x for p = 0 and then there are infinitely many solutions. 
Letting y1 = (aP+~x1 )p and assuming aP and ~P exist then the single degree 
of freedom sum of squares 
(~e~yJ2 sf = _________ 1 __________________ _ 
is distdbuted as a.?xf d t independently of .Ee~. - s~ under Bo • 
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